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“Hi!”
Richard and a few people around him gasped.
Jefferson was taken away?
Or a Erudia?
Is Jefferson right?
“What’s the matter with Jennings and Schroeder? Didn’t I let them watch? Couldn’t the Dark
Iron Lab prevent a big summer?”
Richard roared angrily.
“Mr. Richard, it is said that the base protection system was directly destroyed, Schroeder was
killed on the spot, not stopped at all!”
This sentence came out.
Richard’s face was gloomy.
Schroder was killed in seconds.
It is enough to show that the other party is very strong.
“Hurry and find! Use all your power to find, and find where Jefferson is as quickly as possible!”
Richard ordered.
At the same time, he touched his chin and thought: “Who? Who is it?”
“Erudia can’t be so courageous. The Eagle Nation has clearly expressed its attitude! Erudia can
only watch!” The
other human said; should be a big summer Warrior? Men in big Shaki still a lot! ” ”
No matter who he is! dare to run wild on my site, is the dragon have to dish! ” ”
in particular, caught my brother, shall be no survivors! ”
……

Richard was anxious.
If it weren’t for the ceremony, it would begin immediately.
He wants to find someone himself.
When Richard gave an order, almost half of the Eagle Nation was shocked.
Countless forces and people all mobilized to start a carpet search in several cities.
Even the warriors from the Eagle Nation also intervened in the search.
Many advanced technologies are all used.
Especially the most powerful Skynet system of the Warhawk Nation is turned on…
Let’s put it this way, even a bug can’t escape this search range.
He can even search for it even abroad. After all, the Skynet system of the Eagle Nation covers
almost half of the world.
This level of search is simply terrifying!
Absolutely world-class…
time flies.
Half an hour passed.
The shocking thing is that the two of Jefferson just disappeared.
Can’t search at all.
When Richard heard the news, his face was extremely gloomy.
“What? Can’t find anyone?”
“Trash, all trash! Can’t find even two people? What’s the use of you?”
Richard was anxious.
“Don’t worry, sir, we have already stepped up the search! It is determined that they have not
left the war eagle country, and are still in the war eagle country!”
Richard is even more angry: “still in the war eagle country, you can’t find it? A bunch of waste!
”

Richard became more anxious.
It just so happened that Xu Zhengjie’s ascension ceremony was about to begin.
He can’t leave.
Not to mention the news now.
You have to wait until the ceremony is over.
at the same time.
Erudia received a question from Warhawk Nation: Why did they send someone to catch
Jefferson?
Messiahi and Erudia’s structures were all dumbfounded.
They sent someone to catch Jefferson?
When did this happen?
Why don’t they know?
Everyone looked dumbfounded.
They hurriedly inquired to confirm this matter.
No one in Erudia was going to catch Jefferson?
And if you can catch Jefferson, it’s probably only the Baolong clan who has this ability…
But that’s impossible!
The Baolong clan strictly forbids the arrest of people in the Eagle Nation.
Who could it be?
Everyone was dumbfounded.
The most important thing is that Jefferson was really caught!
The Eagle Nation, on the aircraft carrier of the Eagle.
Richard was sweating anxiously.
One hour passed.
Still no clue to Jefferson.

“What’s the matter? Has the world evaporated?”
Richard said.
At this time, Xu Zhengjie’s ceremony of ascending to the king officially began.
Amidst the cheers of the crowd, Xu Zhengjie appeared.

